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This article discusses recent progress by a combination of spectroscopy and quantum-chemical

calculations in classifying and characterizing organic mixed-valence systems in terms of their

localized vs. delocalized character. A recently developed quantum-chemical protocol based

on non-standard hybrid functionals and continuum solvent models is evaluated for an extended

set of mixed-valence bis-triarylamine radical cations, augmented by unsymmetrical neutral

triarylamine-perchlorotriphenylmethyl radicals. It turns out that the protocol is able to

provide a successful assignment to class II or class III Robin-Day behavior and gives quite

accurate ground- and excited-state properties for the radical cations. The limits of the protocol

are probed by the anthracene-bridged system 8, where it is suspected that specific solute–solvent

interactions are important and not covered by the continuum solvent model. Intervalence

charge-transfer excitation energies for the neutral unsymmetrical radicals are systematically

overestimated, but dipole moments and a number of other properties are obtained accurately

by the protocol.

1. Introduction

Localized or delocalized is the crucial question in mixed

valence (MV) systems. In this article we will address this

question by DFT computational methods. Mixed valency is

a topic typically associated with binuclear transition metal

complexes, their most prominent example being the

Creutz–Taube ion. However, there are an increasing number

of purely organic systems that may be conceived as mixed

valence systems. These MV compounds are widely used as

simple model systems in order to investigate basic aspects of

electron transfer (ET).1–4 MV systems usually consist of two or

more redox centers with different oxidation states that are

connected by conjugated or non-conjugated bridges (see

Scheme 1). Typical redox centers are e.g. triarylamines,5–10

perchlorotriphenylmethyl radicals,11–13 hydrazines,14,15

dimethoxybenzenes,16,17 or quinones.18,19 ET may proceed

between the redox centers via the bridge, thermally or optically

induced. The optical ET is associated with the so-called

intervalence charge transfer (IV-CT) band which usually

appears in the NIR. Among the various issues that have been

investigated are the distance dependence of ET, the influence

of local bridge states (electron rich vs. electron-deficient),7,8

temperature,20,21 solvent22,23 and counter ion influences24 etc.

A major aspect in MV systems concerns the shape of the

ground and excited state potentials. In the simplest case of a

MV system with two redox centers this may be either a double

well potential (so called Robin-Day Class II) or a single well

potential (Class III). The discrimination between these two

classes is crucial as in Class II compounds the charge is

localized on one redox center, and charge transfer to the other

redox center is possible, while in Class III the charge is

delocalized over both redox centers (and possibly the bridge).

A simple two-state model may serve to illustrate the situation:

in the special degenerate case, the adiabatic potential energy

surfaces (PES) of the ground state (a) and the excited state (b)

of a MV system with two redox centers (=two redox states)

can be calculated by solving secular eqn (1) where harmonic

Scheme 1 MV system with two redox centers (circles) and the con-

necting bridge (bar). The different colors illustrate the different redox

states of the redox centers, the different sizes illustrate the geometrical

differences of charged vs. neutral redox centers.
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potentials are used for the two diabatic (formally noninteracting)

states along an ET coordinate x (Fig. 1).25–28

V11 � E V12

V12 V22 � E

�����
����� ¼ 0 with V11 ¼ lx2

and V22 ¼ lð1� xÞ2 þ DG00

ð1Þ

V12 ¼
mab~vmax

Dm12
with ~nmax ¼ DG00 þ l ð2Þ

m2ab ¼
3hce0 ln 10
2000p2N

9n

ðn2 þ 2Þ2
Z

e
~v
d~v ð3Þ

Dm12 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dm2ab þ 4m2ab

q
ð4Þ

l = lo + lv (5)

where E = eigenvalue, l = Marcus reorganization energy,

x=ET coordinate, DG00 = free energy difference between the

adiabatic ground state (a) and excited state (b), mab = transition

moment between the adiabatic states, ~nmax = absorption

maximum of the IV-CT band (=Eab, see below), Dm12 =

diabatic dipole moment difference (not experimentally accessible),

h=Planck’s constant, c= speed of light, e0 = permittivity of

the vacuum, N=Avogadro’s number, n= refractive index of

solvent, e = extinction coefficient, Dmab = adiabatic dipole

moment difference (measurable by e.g. electro-optical absorption

spectroscopy), lo = outer solvent reorganization energy,

lv = inner vibrational reorganization energy.

In these secular equations, the two diabatic states 1 and 2

are coupled by the electronic coupling matrix element V12

which is a measure for the interaction between the two diabatic

redox states (electron mainly located at the one or the other

redox center). If we use harmonic potentials for the diabatic

Fig. 1 Calculated (by eqn (1)) diabatic (blue dashed lines) and adiabatic (solid black lines) PESs of class II–III systems with degenerate (a, b) and

non-degenerate (c–e) MV systems.
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states along the ET coordinate x with the reorganisation

energy l describing the curvature of the potential we obtain

an adiabatic double minimum potential if 2V12 is smaller than

l (Fig. 1a). This is the situation in the bis-triarylamine radical

cation 5 which has a large bridge separating the two triarylamine

redox centers and which is clearly class II. If 2V12 is larger than

l, the barrier separating the two minima vanishes and we

reach a situation with a single minimum (see Fig. 1b) as is

realized in compound 4, where the two triarylamines share a

single phenylene unit. The same holds true if we consider

asymmetric MV systems in which the redox centers are

inequivalent, for example if different types of redox centers

are employed (see Fig. 1c and e). An example is compound 11

which consists of a triarylamine and a perchlorotriphenyl-

methyl radical redox center (see Chart 2). In this case we have

to introduce a free energy difference between the diabatic

potentials, DG00. A special case arises if DG00 is as large as l.
In this case the barrier may vanish although 2V12 is still much

smaller than l (Fig. 1d). In all double minimum cases, an ET

process can be optically induced from the ground state to the

excited state by excitation into the IV-CT band (Fig. 1a and c).

In the weak coupling regime, where V12 vanishes, the

maximum of the IV-CT band ~nmax corresponds exactly to

the sum of the Marcus reorganization energy l and DG00

(if present) (Fig. 1a, c and d). The reorganization energy l can

be divided into two terms (eqn (5)): the outer solvent reorgani-

zation energy, lo, which characterizes the energy needed for

the reorientation of the solvent molecules after the ET event

and the inner vibrational reorganization energy, lv, which is

associated with geometrical (bond length and angles) changes

of the molecule during ET.

In context of the so-called Generalized Mulliken–Hush

theory (GMH)25,30–32 the parameters describing the ET can

be evaluated by analyzing the IV-CT band using

eqn (2)–(4).33–35 In eqn (2), the IV-CT transition moment

mab can be obtained by integration of the IV-CT band

(eqn (3)). The diabatic dipole moment difference Dm12 of the

noninteracting diabatic states is needed and can be calculated

by eqn (4) from the IV-CT transition moment and the

adiabatic dipole moment difference Dmab. The determination

of the latter is thus crucial and can in principle be done by

electro-optical absorption (EOA) spectroscopy.36–41 However,

such measurements require high electric fields which cannot be

applied to liquid solutions of radical ions as these migrate in

the electric field.

Given these fundamental difficulties of a unique experimental

discrimination between class II and class III systems in many

potentially important cases, a quantum-chemical perspective is

highly desirable. However, substantial computational obstacles

have prohibited a quantitative description until recently.

As the more sophisticated post-Hartree–Fock (HF) ab initio

methods are computationally too demanding to be applied

routinely to the study of realistic organic MV systems,42,43 the

attention so far has centered (a) on density functional theory

(DFT) and (b) on semi-empirical MO methods with some type

of configuration interaction on top. For reasons explained in

more detail below, neither DFT with standard functionals

nor the semi-empirical methods were able to reliably and

quantitatively describe the molecular and electronic structures

of such species in cases when they are close to the class II/III

borderline.

We have recently suggested a computational protocol based

on hybrid density functionals with a non-standard HF exchange

admixture and polarizable continuum solvent models.29 For a

test series of four MV bis-triarylamine radical cations we could

show that a computational evaluation of ground- and excited-

state properties by this protocol allows a relatively fine bracketing

of the localized/delocalized nature, the structure, and the

spectroscopic parameters of such systems. In this contribution

we will extend the validation of this protocol to a series of bis-

triarylamine radical cations with degenerate redox centers

which have been well characterized experimentally5,7,8,10,44–56

and which shall serve as test cases to demonstrate how to

apply DFT electronic structure calculations to discriminate

between class II and class III MV systems. Furthermore we

will apply the same computational protocol29 to triarylamine-

perchlorotriphenylmethyl radical MV systems with non-

degenerate redox centers.57 For the latter series experimental

adiabatic dipole moments measured by EOA spectroscopy are

available. This is possible because of the neutral character of

theseMV compounds. Comparison of computed and experimental

dipole moments may also serve to illustrate the reliability of

our computational protocol.29

2. Why the computational characterization is

so difficult

Non-DFT-methods

Unrestricted Hartree–Fock (UHF) calculations, either ab initio

or semi-empirical, tend to give structural symmetry breaking

and thus localized charge and spin even in cases that are

clearly on the delocalized side. This well-known observation

reflects the lack of coulomb correlation, which tends to

delocalize charge to a certain extent. Keeping in mind the lack

of a clear-cut separation, we may distinguish loosely between

non-dynamical correlation, with some near-degeneracy character

(but also including the important left-right correlation in

chemical bonds), and dynamical correlation that reflects the

correlation cusp at small inter-electronic distances. The

computational data available so far suggest that both types

of correlation need to be taken into account simultaneously

for a reliable picture of organic MV systems.

It is known that single-reference perturbation theory, e.g.

MP2 theory, has difficulties with non-dynamical correlation.

Indeed, there have apparently been no serious attempts so far

to apply the MP2 method to such organic MV systems. Multi-

configuration SCF calculations like, e.g., a complete-active-space

SCF (CASSCF) will on the other hand account for the non-

dynamical correlation, provided a sufficiently extended active

space is employed. Yet the dynamical correlation is missing in

this case. Results of the few CASSCF calculations available so

far on (relatively small) organic MV systems suggest that these

do not sufficiently correct for the tendency of UHF calculations

to over-localize.43,58,59

A large configuration-interaction or coupled-cluster

calculation that takes into account higher-order excitations,

or a suitable multi-reference-CI or -perturbation calculation,
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accounts for both dynamical and non-dynamical correlation

effects. Such methods should thus be adequate. However,

when carried out within an ab initio framework, their

computational cost and unfavorable scaling with system size

makes such high-level post-HF calculations currently prohibitive

for MV systems of the complexity we are aiming for. With very

few exceptions for small models, multi-reference techniques43 or,

for example, CCSD(T) calculations60 have so far not been

applied to the question of symmetry breaking of organic MV

systems. Note that a reasonably accurate treatment of the

dynamical correlation part (of the correlation cusp) requires

the use of rather large one-particle basis sets. This accounts in

part for the very large computational effort involved.

Clark and coworkers61 and others8,47,62–64 have applied

semi-empirical CI calculations to a number of organic MV

systems and obtained substantial insights. When applied

within a semi-empirical framework, the CI covers mainly the

non-dynamical correlation part, whereas it is assumed that the

semi-empirical parameterization of the method accounts for

the dynamical correlation part (note that semi-empirical MO

methods use mainly minimal basis sets and thus could not

provide the dynamical correlation explicitly with sufficient

accuracy). Obviously, this limits somewhat the scope and

quantitative predictive power of the method. The advantage is

of course the low computational effort. So far we are not aware

of a systematic evaluation of semi-empirical CI methodology

for organic MV systems near the class II/III borderline.

DFT methods

DFT methods are currently the workhorse of applied quantum

chemistry. They account implicitly for electron correlation, and

it is usually assumed that the exchange part of local or semi-

local exchange-correlation functionals mimics to a certain

extent non-dynamical correlation. Obviously, the accuracy of

Kohn–Sham DFT (KS-DFT) depends crucially on the quality

of the (approximate) functional. In contrast to the post-HF

methods, a systematic improvement of the functional towards

an exact theory is not usually achieved (unless one applies the

same kind of Hilbert-space expansions of electron correlation as

for the former, with a correspondingly unfavorable computa-

tional scaling65–68). In the context of organic MV systems,

so-called self-interaction errors (SIE) are a main obstacle. In

contrast to HF theory, most approximate exchange functionals

do not correctly cancel the interaction of an electron with its

own charge cloud that arises as part of the classical coulomb

term of Kohn–Sham theory. The remaining SIE is a serious

problem of most contemporary functionals and leads towards

too delocalized density or spin-density distributions. In fact,

Yang et al. have recently introduced and defined a specific

‘‘delocalization error’’ in DFT.69,70 These problems extend way

beyond organic MV systems but are particularly manifest for

the latter. As a result, standard functionals with local or semi-

local (generalized gradient approximation or related) character

will artificially delocalize systems of distinctly localized

character provided they are not too far from the class II/III

borderline. The latter condition seems to be met for most

organic MV systems except for those where the two redox

centers are largely de-coupled, e.g. by extended saturated

spacers. Matters are different for mixed-valence multinuclear

transition-metal complexes. In many cases, these seem to be

sufficiently localized, in particular for 3d transition-metal

systems, so that even GGA functionals provide a well-defined

localization of spin on the different metal centers. This is

important, in particular in the context of a computational

treatment of molecular magnetism or of certain multinuclear

metalloenzymes (e.g. for iron–sulfur clusters or the multinuclear

manganese cluster in photosystem II).

A way to reduce SIE is the inclusion of some amount of

exact Hartree–Fock exchange into the exchange functional,

replacing some of the (semi-)local exchange. This is done in

so-called hybrid functionals. The most popular hybrid

functional is the B3LYP functional.71 As remarked above,

HF exchange cancels the coulomb SIE exactly. However, an

introduction of 100% exact exchange removes all of the local or

semi-local exchange, which before mimicked some of the non-

dynamical correlation. The latter would thus have to be

reintroduced explicitly, a task that so far has not been solved

completely with computationally efficient functionals (see below).

Therefore one has to find some compromise between a reduction

of SIE and a partial conservation of non-dynamical correlation

contributions. In the case of B3LYP this leads to 20% HF

exchange and 80% semi-local exchange (with some semi-

empirical scaling of the gradient corrections to exchange and

correlation). While this seems to provide reasonable thermo-

chemical accuracy for many ‘‘normal’’ systems, the relatively low

amount of exact exchange appears to be too low to fully correct

the over-delocalization produced by (semi-)local functionals.

Our suggested protocol (see below) is thus based on hybrid

functionals with enhanced exact-exchange admixture.

Before introducing the approach, it is worthwhile here to

also sketch some alternative types of functionals that may in

the future solve the problem of a good balance between

minimal SIE and introduction of sufficient non-dynamical

correlation. We think that a more flexible introduction of

exact exchange will be the key to solving this problem, and the

functionals in question may be roughly classified as of the

hyper-GGA type.72 One possibility, that has shown promise

for spectroscopic calculations within the time-dependent DFT

(TDDFT) framework, are the so-called range-separated

hybrids, where the exact-exchange admixture to the functional

is made dependent on the inter-electronic distance.73 Alternatively,

local hybrid functionals use a position-dependent exact-exchange

admixture in real space, governed by a so-called local mixing

function.74 This is an approach currently developed in one of our

groups.75 We should mention furthermore approaches that do

indeed start from 100% exact exchange and try to model non-

dynamical correlation explicitly in real space. One example for

such an approach is Becke’s B05 functional.76,77 Local hybrids

may also be reformulated in a similar way.78,79 Furthermore,

specific hyper-GGA functionals have been constructed by Yang

et al. with an aim to minimize the ‘‘delocalization error’’.70

Environmental effects

Apart from the difficulties of including exchange as well as

non-dynamical and dynamical correlation in a balanced way

and avoiding SIE, we also have to consider other obstacles
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that may prevent the accurate computational description of

organic MV systems in realistic experimental situations:

clearly, environmental effects have to be considered, as most

experimental and spectroscopic studies are conducted in a

condensed-phase environment. It is clear that the symmetry

breaking or charge localization in, for example, a solution or

in a crystal will differ from the gas-phase situation. In

particular, electrostatic effects will tend to stabilize a charge-

localized situation, and in this context a more polar environ-

ment will be more effective than a less polar one. Of course,

matters are more complex, and solvent polarity is not the only

parameter that affects the symmetry breaking. Within a

Mulliken–Hush picture (see above), it is the solvent reorganization

energy, lo, that is a main parameter governing the electron

transfer.23,57,61,64,80–82 A low lo will favor a delocalized

situation, whereas a larger lo will enhance symmetry breaking

and move the system towards a class II situation. Notably, a

co-existence of localized and delocalized MV systems in the

same (intermediate lo) solvent has very recently been reported

for a dinitro-tolan MV anion.80

A full description of microscopic solvation would require

dynamical simulations that include both short-range specific

solvation as well as long-range dielectric effects. Such simula-

tions are computationally demanding and will currently not be

possible for all MV systems of interest. The protocol described

below29 is therefore so far based on a polarizable continuum

model. Two types of limitations thus have to be kept in mind:

(a) Even for the ground state, specific solvation effects may

be important. Protic solvents are not very common in experi-

mental work on organic MV systems, and we may thus

exclude for the moment effects of hydrogen bonding.

However, donor–acceptor interactions may become important

even for aprotic solvents. For example, it has been argued that

dinitroaromatic anions may act as donors towards acceptor

solvent molecules like DMSO of DMF.64 We expect that such

specific solute–solvent interactions will be somewhat less

important for the bulky triarylamine systems we will discuss

mainly in this paper. However, in cationic MV systems, we

may not exclude completely that solvent molecules could act

as donor towards the solute.

(b) The description of electron transfer, e.g. by TDDFT

calculations of charge-transfer excitation energies, requires

consideration of non-equilibrium solvation. Our suggested

protocol uses the non-equilibrium solvation formulation of

PCM models by Cossi and Barone,83 as implemented into

Gaussian 03.84 We will get back to the implications further below.

It is to be expected that environmental effects will be most

pronounced when we are dealing with overall charged MV

systems. This holds for the bis-triarylamine radical cations

studied by us in the first validation study of our computational

protocol,29 and it should hold even more for another well-

known class of organic MV systems, the abovementioned

dinitro-substituted aromatic radical anions.61,64,80–82,85–90 In

addition to solvent effects, for charged systems interactions

with the counter-ions have to be considered. The magnitude of

these interactions will depend on (a) the overall delocalization

of charge and the size of the delocalization region, (b) potentially

on the steric bulk of the MV ion itself that may prevent a

closer approach of the counter-ion, (c) the nature and size of

the counter-ion (also the question if ion-paired structures or

solvent-separated ions are present), and (d) again the cationic

or anionic nature of the MV system itself.

3. Computational details

Structure optimizations as well as bonding analyses were

performed with a locally modified version of TURBOMOLE

5.9 and 5.10,91 that allows the exact-exchange admixture in a

global hybrid functional to be varied. The ‘‘custom hybrid’’

exchange-correlation functionals were constructed according

to eqn (6). In our previous paper,29 a systematic variation of

the exact-exchange coefficient a has been performed, to interpolate

between the ‘‘pure’’ gradient-corrected BLYP functional92,93

(a = 0.0) via the BHLYP hybrid functional with 50% exact

exchange (a = 0.5) to a functional made from 100% exact

exchange (a = 1.0) with LYP correlation93 on top. In the

present work we will focus largely on the optimal value of

a = 0.35 found in our previous paper. However, we will

occasionally also scan larger or smaller values of a, where

necessary. In some cases, pure HF calculations without correlation

functional have also been performed. SVP basis sets were

employed on all atoms94 (test calculations with larger TZVP basis

sets did not change the obtained results noticeably).

EXC = (1 � a)(ELSDA
X + DEB88

X ) + aEHF
X + ELYP

C (6)

In addition to gas-phase optimizations, in all cases optimi-

zations with the COSMO solvent model95 have been used for

hexane (e= 1.89), for dichloromethane (DCM, e= 8.93), and

for acetonitrile (MeCN, e = 36.64). Near the critical values of

a, where symmetry breaking occurs, the outcome of the

structure optimizations depended sometimes on whether we

used a symmetrical or unsymmetrical starting structure.

In those cases, we therefore tried unsymmetrical starting

structures (C1) as well as symmetrical ones (Ci), as in our

previous work. For unsymmetrical cases, this led to a lower

energy of the symmetry-broken structure. The electron transfer

(ET) barrier was subsequently calculated as the energy

difference between the Ci-symmetric transition state and the

unsymmetric C1-optimized minimum. Spin-density isosurface

plots were obtained with the Molekel program.96

Subsequent TDDFT-calculations of the lowest-energy

electronic transitions (IV-CT bands) for both C1 and Ci

structures were done with the Gaussian 03 program,84 using

the same type of custom hybrids and SVP basis sets94 as

discussed above. In the Gaussian 03 calculations, solvent

effects have been included by the CPCM keyword, which

denotes the polarizable continuum model that is closest to

the COSMO model used in the optimizations.83 Previous test

calculations with the more sophisticated IEF-PCM model97

gave almost identical data.29 The Gaussian 03 TDDFT results

have previously been found to agree better with experiment than

the Turbomole data (particularly for symmetrical structures29)

as soon as a polarizable continuum solvent was included. The

differences arise from technical details (van-der-Waals radii,

solvent radii, number of tesserae per sphere) in the two solvent-

model implementations. In part, the fact that Gaussian 03 but

not Turbomole (5.9 or 5.10) includes non-equilibrium solvation

in the TDDFT implementation may be responsible. We note in
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passing that hybrid functionals with different GGA-type

ingredients (e.g. PBE exchange and correlation) gave similar

ground-state and TDDFT results as the BLYP-based combina-

tions used here.29 The dipole moments of the first excited states

have been calculated by Gaussian 09,98 using the Gaussian 03

CPCMdefaults to reproduce the data of Gaussian 03 calculations.

Hyperfine coupling (HFC) constants have been calculated

by generating the Kohn–Sham orbitals using Turbomole, with

IGLO-II basis sets (H (3s1p)/[5s1p], C N O (5s4p1d)/

[9s5p1d])99 and the hybrid functional including 35% (a = 0.35)

exact exchange admixture. The orbitals were then transferred to

our in-house MAG-ReSpect program package100 for computa-

tion of the HFCs.

4. Molecular test set

Our previous validation29 focused on the four bis-triarylamine

radical cations 1–4 (Chart 1). These four MV radical cations

contain two N,N-di(4-methoxyphenyl)-moieties as redox centers

with different bridge units of decreasing length from 1 to 4.

They are all close to the class II/III borderline but represent a

fairly good range of situations starting from 1, which is most

clearly on the localized class II side in a polar solvent via 2,

which is still just on the class II side, 3, which is just class III

and 4 which is clearly class III. Notably, the calculations

classified all four systems as class III in a hexane solvent

model, but the protocol gave a rather good representation in

the more polar solvents MeCN and DCM, which represent

realistic solvents used experimentally (the radical cations tend

to be insoluble in nonpolar solvents). Here we extend the

validation to the larger set of bis-triarylamine radical cations

5–10 (Chart 1), and to the unsymmetrical neutral triarylamine-

perchlorotriphenylmethyl radicals 11–17 (Chart 2). The

systems 5–8 may be derived from 1 by inserting different

aryl groups into the center of the bridge. In 5 this is an

unsubstituted phenyl group. The electron richness increases

via the 2,5-dimethyl-substituted 6 to the 2,5-dimethoxy-

substituted 7 to 8, where an anthracene group is at the

center of the bridge. It may be assumed that the increasingly

electron-rich aryl groups will successively enhance the

coupling between the two triarylamine units and thus move

the character towards class III. This is confirmed by

Chart 1 MV bis-triarylamine radical cations used for validation (cations 1–4 have already been employed in ref. 29).
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experimental observations (see below).5,7,8,10,44–52 Cation 8

exhibits the rather large central anthracene group and thus is

a special case (see below).8 Cations 5–7 move towards the

border from the class II side. Compound 8 is particularly close

to the border, as exemplified by the spectroscopic observation

of a class II behavior in MeCN and a class III behavior in

DCM.8 Finally, 9 and 10 have relatively short bridges and are

expected to be on the class III side.5,44,47,49,53–56

The radicals 11–17 are asymmetric neutral mixed-valence

systems with two inequivalent redox centers. However, they

have an electronic structure closely related to the bis-triarylamine

radical cations and feature a number of interesting properties

that make them suitable targets for further study. While 11

and 12 possess an ethylene and an acetylene moiety in the

center of the bridge, compounds 13–17 have a direct biphenyl

connection, but different substitution patterns. While they all

feature a perchlorinated triphenylmethyl radical (PCTM)

acceptor group, the substituents in para-position of the two

terminal aryl groups of the triarylamine donors change from

two methoxy (13) via two methyl (14) via methyl/chloro (15),

two chloro (16) to chloro/cyano (17) groups (Chart 2). These

small substituents influence the electron donor strength of the

triarylamine, that is, the triarylamine in 13 is the strongest

donor while that of 17 is the weakest. Thus, this series allows

for the investigation of subtle donor–acceptor strength

variations. Due to their neutral character, it is expected that

solvent effects may be less pronounced for radicals 11–17 than

for the cations 1–10. The first experimental studies on such

unsymmetrical compounds have been carried out recently,57,101

with particular emphasis on 11, 12 and 13. As the donor is clearly

on the triarylamine side, these systems are best represented as

localized class II cases, possibly with only one minimum along

the ET coordinate. We will focus our attention in particular on

their IV-CT band.

5. Results and discussion

Bis-triarylamine radical cations, ground-state properties

Table 1 summarizes the key ground-state parameters of 5–10

computed using 35% HF exchange admixture, for DCM and

MeCN solvent models (results in cyclohexane or in the gas

phase place 1–10 generally on the delocalized class III side; data

not shown). This allows us to see whether our protocol

established successfully for 1–4 is useful also for the remaining

six cations. We find 5–7 to be localized (class II) in both solvents,

in agreement with experimental observation.5,7,8,10,44–52 This is

indicated by the ET barriers, the dipole moments, and the

Chart 2 Neutral MV systems 11–17.
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asymmetry of the CAr–N distances. As expected from the

increasing donor capacity of the substituents on the central

phenyl ring (H for 5, CH3 for 6, and OCH3 for 7), the amount

of symmetry breaking tends to decrease from 5 to 7 in a given

solvent (albeit 5 and 6 behave very similarly and only 7 is notably

less localized). The more polar MeCN is moreover expected to

give rise to a more pronounced symmetry breaking compared to

DCM. The slightly lower ET barrier of 6 compared to 5 in

DCM is consistent with the barriers estimated experimentally (by

temperature-dependent EPR, see below).46 The fact that 7 has

the lowest ET barrier (as well as dipole moment and structural

asymmetry, Table 1), is also consistent with the lower end of the

range of measured ET barriers, but the experimental uncertainty

is higher in this case.8

The ET barriers for 5–8 in MeCN and DCM are graphically

compared in Fig. 2. The increase of the donor capacity of the

substituents from 5 to 8 leads to a decrease of the ET barriers.

The ET barriers in DCM are about 5 kJ mol�1 lower than the

barriers in MeCN, as expected. Compared to experimental

results in DCM, the ET barriers computed in the same solvent

are underestimated. Curiously, the values computed for

MeCN tend to be closer to the experimental DCM data.

The 14N-HFC constant for 5 in DCM is found to be 23.5MHz

(0.839 mT) experimentally46 and 24.4 and 0.3 MHz, respectively,

using 35% of HF exchange admixture (see Table 1). The

computed HFC constant for 6 (about 24.0 MHz in DCM)

agrees also well with the measured one (23.1 MHz) and

confirms the class II character.46 This suggests the computed

HFC constants (22.4 MHz in DCM) for the related 7, where

no experimental data are available, to also be reliable. The

somewhat lower HFC points to increased delocalization in 7,

comparable to trends in the class II systems with HFC

constants of 23.3 MHz for 1 in DCM (see Table S1 in ESIw)
and 17.0 MHz for 2 (Table S2, ESIw). The calculated values

indicate 2 to be a system very close to the class II/III

Table 1 Calculated key ground state parameters for 5–10.a Total dipole moment ma, enthalpy DH* as energy difference between computed Ci and
C1 symmetrical structures, spin expectation value hS2i (theoretical value would be 0.75), key distance CAr–N between the nitrogen atom and the
carbon atom of the outer phenyl ring, as well as the 14N-HFC constants aN at the two nitrogen atoms

Molecule in solvent ma/D
b DH* (Ci � C1)/kJ mol�1 hS2i CAr–N/Å

aN/MHz aN/MHz

C1 Ci

5 in DCM 40.2 10.02 (12.6e/13.9c) 0.79 1.406 24.4 (23.5)c 10.6
1.426 0.3 10.6

5 in MeCN 42.1 15.64 0.79 1.405 24.6 10.7
1.426 0.2 10.7

6 in DCM 38.9 4.77 (10.8)c 0.79 1.407 24.0 (23.1)c 10.1
1.426 0.4 10.1

6 in MeCN 41.2 10.27 (5.7)d 0.79 1.405 24.6 10.2
1.426 0.2 10.2

7 in DCM 35.2 3.09 (6.9)e 0.79 1.412 22.4 7.9
1.425 0.8 7.9

7 in MeCN 40.0 8.35 0.79 1.408 24.2 7.8
1.425 0.3 7.8

8 in DCM 0.0 0.32 (0.0)e 0.78 1.430 5.9 5.9
1.429 5.9 5.9

8 in MeCN 0.0 0.46 0.78 1.430 5.7 5.7
1.430 5.7 5.7

9 in DCM 0.8 �0.04 0.77 1.426 14.6 14.1
1.425 13.6 14.1

9 in MeCN 0.7 0.05 0.77 1.426 14.5 14.1
1.425 13.7 14.1

10 in DCM 0.1 0.27 0.77 1.429 10.4 10.6
1.429 10.5 10.6

10 in MeCN 0.1 0.29 0.77 1.429 10.2 10.3
1.429 10.3 10.3

a With 35% HF exchange and COSMO. Experimental values in parentheses. Further computational data are available in Tables S5–S10 in ESI.w
b With the center of mass as the origin. c DH* by EPR spectroscopy, ref. 46. d Ref. 52. e DG* from a fit of the potential energy surface to the

experimental absorption spectra, ref. 8.

Fig. 2 Computed ET barriers DH* of 5–8 in DCM (dark blue, )

and MeCN (dark red, ) compared to experimental values according

to Table 1 (light colored, and ). Two different experimental results

for 5 in DCM are obtained either by EPR spectroscopy (larger value,

ref. 46), or from a fit of the potential energy surface to the experi-

mental absorption spectra (lower value, ref. 8).
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borderline: in the localized case, one expects one HFC constant

near 20 MHz, the other vanishing. Two identical HFC constants

of about 10 MHz are expected for true class III systems. The

decisive evidence for 2 being class II was, however, the

comparison of the coupling matrix element 2V12 = Eab (Ci)

with the calculated excitation energy of the transition state.29

Cation 8 may be viewed as a further extension of the series

5–7, as it exhibits the most electron-rich aryl moiety in the

middle of the bridge, an anthracene unit (Chart 1). As

mentioned above, 8 is particularly close to the class II/III

border and appears to switch from class II to class III simply

by changing the solvent from MeCN to a solution of 5%

MeCN in DCM, as indicated by UV/vis data.8 Optimization

with 35% HF exchange admixture in COSMO solvent models

for MeCN and DCM gives generally a delocalized class III

situation (negligible dipole moment, ET barrier, structural

distortion and nonequivalence of the HFCs). This indicates

that this compound may probe the limits of the suggested

protocol. Symmetry breaking may be induced by either

(a) increasing exact-exchange admixture to 40% in MeCN,

or alternatively by (b) increasing the dielectric constant of the

model solvent from e = 36.64 for MeCN to e = 50. But even

then no noticeable ET barrier has developed (indeed, the

delocalized structure remains slightly more stable). Only a

pure HF calculation without correlation functional provides a

sizeable ET barrier (156.9 kJ mol�1) and a clearly localized

description (but with sizeable spin contamination). Apart from

the fact, that this compound is probably the one closest to the

class II/III borderline of all compounds studied so far, its large

aromatic anthracene unit in the center of the bridge may also

represent a challenge to the continuum solvent model used. It

is conceivable that direct solvent coordination to the electron-

rich aromatic ring may be involved, which is not covered by

the model (Fig. 3 clearly shows the substantial spin delocaliza-

tion onto the anthracene moiety which also leads to compara-

tively small 14N-HFC constants). A treatment that includes

the actual solvent dynamics explicitly is outside the scope of

this study. Compound 8 remains thus a veritable challenge.

On the other hand, compounds 9 and 10, with their rather

short bridges, exhibit large coupling of the two redox centers,

almost as found for 4 (see above). Consequently, they are both

classified as delocalized, symmetrical class III systems by our

protocol (cf. data in Table 1, Table S9–S10 in ESIw), consistent
with experimental evidence from IV-CT line shape and solvato-

chromism, crystallography and vibrational spectra.47,49

Fig. 3 Spin density isosurface plot (�0.001 a.u.) for 8 in MeCN

showing substantial spin delocalization onto the anthracene bridge.

Table 2 Computed IV-CT transition energies Eab and transition moments mab for 5–10 in DCM and MeCN compared to available experimental
data (in parentheses)

Molecule in solvent

Eab/cm
�1 Eab (=2V12(two-state))

a/cm�1 mab/D mab/D

Ref.C1
b Ci

c C1 Ci

5 in DCM 6969 2421 [1896]d{2087}f 10.62 35.46
(8060) (2000)e (6.2) 7, 8
(7780) (5.85) 47, 49

5 in MeCN 8351 2654 [2003]d{2282}f 9.15 33.49
(9910) 47

6 in DCM 6828 2537 [2068]d{2280}f 11.60 34.74
(7500) (2440)e (7.6 � 0.3) 10

6 in MeCN 8150 2847 [2125]d{2439}f 9.81 32.78
7 in DCM 6000 3969 [2543]d{3260}f 15.66 28.82

(6520) (3820)e (9.7) 7, 8
7 in MeCN 7436 4184 [2428]d{3214}f 12.04 27.86
8 in DCMg 5881 5844 [5881]d{5857}f 22.27 22.36

(4640) (14.1) 8
8 in MeCNg 6127 6054 [6127]d{6079}f 21.40 21.57

(6770) 8
9 in DCMg 7891 7874 [7866]d{7869}f 14.19 14.23

(7620) (11.1) 5
9 in MeCNg 8065 8166 [8043]d{8112}f 13.90 13.82
10 in DCMg 7211 6959 [7211]d{7086}f 18.18 18.50

(6150) (13.0) 53
(6080) (13.5) 47

10 in MeCNg 7661 7390 [7661]d{7523}f 17.40 17.72
(7010) 47

a This equivalence holds only within the two-state model. b Computed excitation energies in C1-symmetry compared to maximum absorption in

UV/vis spectra in parentheses, where available. c Computed excitation energies in Ci-symmetry compared to ‘‘experimental’’ 2V12 from the two-

state model in parentheses, where available. d 2V12 in italics and brackets obtained alternatively from computed dipole moments and excitation

energies via eqn (2) and (4). e Experimental coupling 2V12 evaluated by a three-state Mulliken–Hush-analysis. f Evaluated by eqn (2) and

Dm12 = 2mab(Ci).
g In these cases differences between the C1 and Ci structure is marginal which thus leads to identical Eab values.
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Bis-triarylamine radical cations, IV-CT transition

Table 2 summarizes the excitation energies and transition

moments computed by TDDFTmethods for 5–10, in comparison

with the available experimental data.

For 5, the computed excitation energy of 6969 cm�1 in

DCM deviates by about 1000 cm�1 from the recently obtained

experimental data.8,46,49 The computed electronic coupling

2V12 = Eab (Ci) in DCM agrees within 400 cm�1 to experimental

estimates within a two-state model.8,46 For 6, the computed

IV-CT excitation energy in DCM model solvent lies within

700 cm�1 from experiment10,46 and the computed electronic

coupling 2V12 agrees excellently (within better than 200 cm�1)

to the experimentally obtained value.10 Similar agreement with

experiment is found for 7, with a deviation of only about

520 cm�1 for the IV-CT band and of about 150 cm�1 for 2V12.
8

In case of 8, the computations underestimate the excitation

energy in MeCN by 650 cm�1, that in DCM by 1200 cm�1.8

For all these comparisons one has to keep in mind that twice

the computed electronic coupling refers to the energy difference

of ground and excited state at Ci geometry (which is exact in a

two-state one-mode model with harmonic potentials as given

in Fig. 1) while the experimental couplings were estimated by a

three-state generalized Mulliken–Hush model. In cases where

the third state plays a minor role, this comparison is reasonable.

However, for 8 in DCM, a class III system with strong mixing

of states, this comparison is no longer useful. In this case one

can simply take the IV-CT energy as twice the coupling as

given in Table 2.

Turning to the more clearcut class III cases 9 and 10, we see

very good agreement with experiment of excitation energy and

transition moment computed for 9 in DCM.5 For 10, we see an

overestimate of the measured IV-CT excitation energy47 by

1100 cm�1 in DCM and by 650 cm�1 in MeCN.

The computed transition and dipole moments of ground

and excited state allowed us also to calculate 2V12 by eqn (2)

and (4) by using purely DFT computed input. As can be

viewed from Table 2 the agreement with DFT computed Eab is

generally reasonable for localized 5–7 and excellent for

delocalized 8–10 in both solvents. An alternative way to

compute 2V12 by Eqn (2) follows an idea of Matyushov and

Voth102 and of Coropceanu et al.20 who showed that the

diabatic transition dipole moment difference is equal to twice

the adiabatic transition moment (Dm12 = 2mab(Ci)) at the

transition state of the thermal ET within the two-level model.

The 2V12 values computed in this way proved to be in better

agreement with computed Eab for the localized set of compound

while they are equally excellent for the delocalized set.

Overall, it appears that the computed transition moments

correlate well with the experimental ones but overestimate the

latter consistently. As seen in Fig. 4, the transition dipole

moments increase when moving towards class III character,

due to the better overlap of the ground and excited state wave

functions in delocalized systems.

Fig. 5 displays graphically the agreement with experiment of

IV-CT excitation energies for 1–10 in DCM computed using

the present protocol. Apart from the overall very satisfactory

agreement, we note in particular that we seem to systematically

underestimate somewhat the excitation energies for the class II

systems (1, 2, 5, 6, 7), whereas we overestimate them for the

clearcut class III systems (4, 9, 10), particularly for 10.

The borderline class III case 3 is well described,29 whereas the

difficulties in describing the extremely subtle situation for the

extreme borderline case 8 are reflected by a relatively large

overestimate.

Neutral perchlorotriphenylmethyl-triarylamine radicals

Turning now to the application of the computational protocol

to the unsymmetrical, neutral radicals 11–17 (Chart 2), our

focus below will be on the comparison of the computed IV-CT

band and dipole moments with experiment. We first note that

the optimized ground-state structures, which have been

computed with our usual protocol (35% HF exchange

admixture in DCM COSMO solvent), reflect the localized

electronic structure of the radicals, which have their spin

density predominantly on the perchlorotriphenylmethyl

Fig. 4 Computed transition moments of 5–8 in DCM (dark blue, )

compared to experimental values (light blue, ) according to Table 2.

Fig. 5 Comparison of IV-CT excitation energies computed for 1–10

with experimental data (computations with 35% HF-like exchange in

DCM for structure and TDDFT calculation, experimental data in

DCM).
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(PCTM) radical center, as expected (Fig. 6; structural data are

summarized in Table S19 in ESIw). This is also indicated by the
13C HFC constants, which are calculated (35% HF exchange

in MeCN, DCM and hexane) to be 96–97 MHz for 11 and 12

(with a weak dependence on exact-exchange admixture),

consistent with experimental values of about 84 MHz for the

PCTM radical (obtained by EPR spectra in THF and tetra-

chloroethylene).103 Consequently, the IV-CT band is expected

to correspond to an excitation from the triarylamine to

the PCTM radical moiety, as confirmed by the character of

the HOMO and SOMO (Fig. 6) and by the analysis of the

TDDFT data. Calculations on different diastereomers of 14

and 17 do not change the results noticeably.

The calculations confirm the doublet character of the

ground state and of the first excited state (the ‘‘IV-CT’’ state).

Computations in DCM place the first quartet state at 16436 cm�1,

18 547 cm�1 and 22 439 cm�1 above the ground state for 11,

12, and 17 respectively.

Straightforward application of our TDDFT protocol with

35% HF exchange to the IV-CT excitation energies provides a

systematic overestimate compared to experiment57 of about

2000–2500 cm�1 for 11–13, and of about 2700–3500 cm�1

for 14–17 (Table 3, Fig. 6). The same types of calculations

produced much closer agreement with experiment for the

cationic bis-triarylamines (see ref. 29 and Table 2). We may

reduce this overestimate notably by reducing the HF exchange

admixture to 30% (Table 3): now deviations are about

700–1500 cm�1 (test calculations indicate that at 25% the

computed energies are already underestimated somewhat).

Why is less exact-exchange admixture required for the neutral

radicals 11–17 than for the cations 1–10? It appears possible,

that the HF exchange admixture of 35% found to be optimum

for both ground- and excited-state calculations on the cationic

species may have compensated for some counterion effects

neglected in the computational protocol. As these are absent

for the neutral radicals, less exact exchange is required. Due to

the unsymmetric, localized character of 11–17, we could not

probe at which exact-exchange admixture a delocalized

ground-state situation would occur for these systems.

While UV/vis data for 14–17 are available only in cyclohexane

(computations were done with e = 1.89 for hexane, which is

only a minor difference to e = 2.02 of cyclohexane), data for

cyclohexane,MeCN, andDCMare available for 11–13 (see above).

The calculations confirm essentially the somewhat larger

excitation energy in (cyclo-)hexane compared to DCM. But

they would suggest essentially no differences between DCM

Fig. 6 Ground-state electronic structure for 14 (at 35% HF exchange in hexane). Left: spin density (isovalue �0.001 a.u.). Middle: b-HOMO

(isovalue �0.02 a.u.). Right: b-SOMO (isovalue �0.02 a.u.).

Table 3 Computed and experimental lowest excitation energies Eab and transition moments mab for 11–17, depending on solvent and on exact
exchange admixture in TD-DFT functional

Compound Exact exchange admixture

Eab/cm
�1 mab/D

Hexane DCM MeCN Hexane DCM MeCN

11 (stilbene) exp.a 12 400 12 150 12 200 3.6 3.6
30% 13 189 12 956 12 940 5.1 5.2 5.2
35% 14 539 14 392 14 394 4.2 4.4 4.4

12 (acetylene) exp.a 12 650 12 300 12 450 4.1 4.1
30% 13 626 13 435 13 390 6.0 6.1 6.1
35% 14 904 14 782 14 745 5.2 5.3 5.3

13 (OMe/OMe) exp. 12 700b 13 150a 13 450a 1.21b

13 200a

30% 13 715 13 618 13 669 2.5 2.5 2.4
35% 15 812 15 731 15 796 2.4 2.4 2.3

14 (Me/Me) exp.b 13 150 1.23
30% 14 674 14 463 14 457 2.2 2.3 2.2
35% 16 735 16 534 16 545 2.2 2.3 2.1

15 (Me/Cl) exp.b 14 400 1.31
30% 15 646 15 351 15 288 2.0 1.9 2.0
35% 17 743 17 471 17 407 1.9 1.9 1.9

16 (Cl/Cl) exp.b 15 100 1.16
30% 16 568 16 167 16 092 1.8 1.8 1.7
35% 18 674 18 304 18 244 1.9 1.8 1.7

17 (Cl/CN) exp.b 17 400 1.17
30% 18 348 18 031 18 118 2.1 1.7 1.1
35% 20 274 20 095 20 281 2.1 1.8 1.2

a Experimental values from ref. 57. b Experimental values in cyclohexane from ref. 101.
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and MeCN, whereas experimentally there is a somewhat larger

difference for 13 (Table 3, Fig. 7).

Transition dipole moments mab for 11–17 were systematically

overestimated by the computations (Table 3). But they are

strongly dependent on rotations around the biphenyl axis. With

the two phenyl groups orthogonal, the transition dipole moment

almost vanishes, due to the small overlap of the p-orbitals. The
computed potential energy surface for this rotation is extremely

flat, and a dynamical situation is likely, rendering the computed

transition dipole moments less well defined.

Ground-state dipole moments ma and dipole moment differ-

ences Dmab for 13–17 have been determined by electro-optical

absorption spectroscopy in cyclohexane at 298 K (Table 4,

Table S18, ESIw). They decrease along the series 13–17 as the

substituents attached to the triarylamine are less electron

donating/more electron withdrawing. For 17 the ground-state

dipole moment almost vanishes. Agreement between compu-

tation and experiment is qualitatively reasonable for these

neutral systems, where dipole moments are well defined.

However, the decrease of computed values from 13 to 17 is

more pronounced than the experimental decrease, leading to a

vanishing moment already for 16 and to an inversion of the

direction for 17. The direction is essentially towards the

PTCM side for 13–15 and to the opposite side for 17

(see Fig. S2, ESIw). While for the species with C2 symmetry the

computed ground-state dipole moments point exactly along the

long molecular axis between the nitrogen atom and the carbon

atom (see Table 4), those with C1 symmetry (15, 17) display

stronger deviations. This is particularly so for 17 where the local

dipole moment of the aminobenzonitrile chromophore within the

triarylamine breaks the symmetry and reverses the overall

ground-state dipole moment. The torsion angle around the

biphenyl axis is around 701 for 13–17, depending only slightly

on the polarity of the solvent. This twisting contributes to a

partial decoupling of the two redox centers and affects the

excitation energies and transition moments substantially

(see for example Table S14 in ESIw for 14). The dynamics of

this rotation should thus be kept in mind regarding the agree-

ment of the TDDFT results with experiment. On the other hand,

the electronic coupling V12 evaluated by eqn (2) and (4) depends

only moderately on the substituents.

6. Conclusions and outlook

The validation of a recently introduced computational proto-

col for the computational description of organic mixed-

valence compounds based on non-standard hybrid functionals

and continuum solvent models has been extended to a larger

number of compounds, including ten cationic bis-triarylamine

radical cations and seven neutral triarylamine-triarylmethyl

radicals. The latter neutral radicals are of substantial interest

in their own right and have been evaluated also in detail

experimentally.

Performance of the protocol for the newly included cationic

radicals 5–10 is comparable to the previously obtained results

for the cations 1–4. This holds for the ground-state properties

Fig. 7 Excitation energies for 11, 12, and 13, computed by TDDFT for different exact-exchange admixtures and for different solvents.

Experimental data are connected by solid lines, computational ones by dashed (35% HF exchange) or dotted (30% HF exchange) lines.

Table 4 Experimental ground-state dipole moment ma, dipole moment difference Dmab between ground and Franck–Condon excited-state (Dmab =
mb � ma) and electronic coupling V12 for 13–17 from electro-optical absorption spectroscopy in cyclohexane at 298 K. Computed ground-state dipole
moments in parentheses (plot of calculated dipole moments, see Fig. S2, ESIw)

13 (OMe/OMe) 14 (Me/Me) 15 (Me/Cl) 16 (Cl/Cl) 17 (Cl/CN)

ma/D 4.6 � 0.6 (3.2a) 4.6 � 0.2 (3.8) 3.2 � 0.2 (3.1) 2.5 � 0.2 (0.5) 0.3 � 0.4 (�4.4b)
Dmab/D 30.7 � 6.9 28.4 � 1.6 28.5 � 1.4 28.8 � 1.7 26.5 � 2.7
V12/cm

�1 500 570 660 620 770

a This is the dipole moment of the C2-symmetric structure. It is 5.2 D for the isoenergetic non-symmetric structure (rotated methoxy-groups).
b The change in sign indicates that the direction of the dipole moment vector has reversed. This cannot be probed by electro-optical absorption

spectroscopy.
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as well as for the IV-CT bands. That is, the localized class II vs.

delocalized class III character of these mixed-valence systems

is reproduced well by the protocol, provided that the polar

solvent is included by a continuum model. Rather accurate

IV-CT excitation energies and transition dipole moments may

also be obtained computationally. The limits of the suggested

protocol are probed by compound 8. This cation is so close to

the class II/III borderline, that experimentally a change of

solvent from acetonitrile to dichloromethane switches the

situation from class II to class III. The protocol with 35%

HF exchange admixture does not recover this switch but

would predict the system as class III in both solvents. It

appears possible that the presence of a large anthracene

aromatic ring system at the center of the bridge in 8 gives rise

to specific solvent effects that are not included in the

current model.

In case of the neutral radicals 11–17, the protocol does seem

to provide a good description of the ground-state properties

(e.g. dipole moments). However, the lowest excitation energies

are overestimated by about 2000–3500 cm�1 when using 35%

HF exchange admixture. A reduction to 30%brings computations

into better agreement with experiment. We speculate that the

larger exact-exchange admixture needed to give sufficient

symmetry breaking for class II cationic systems may compensate

to some extent for counterion effects not present in the model.

As these are absent in the neutral radicals, slightly less exact-

exchange admixture is adequate for their description.

It thus seems that the greatest remaining challenge in the

computational evaluation of organic mixed-valence systems is

the proper description of environmental effects. Inclusion of

specific solvation and of counterion effects (for ionic species)

will require modifications to our model, which we currently

examine, together with overall more satisfactory DFT

functionals. However, even at the present stage, the model

allows a considerably more realistic computational study of

such mixed-valence systems than hitherto possible.
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